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introduction

thank you for purchasing the DAFM synth genesis YM2612 / YM3438 
synthesizer. this FM multitimbral synthesizer allows you to create 
unique sounds using the Yamaha chips that were used in the SEGA 
genesis / megadrive home console during the 80s and 90s.

this manual will help you to get started with the DAFM synth genesis 
YM2612 / YM3438, including information about how to control the synth 
through an external MIDI controller. it will cover the basic features of 
the synthesizer, including how to navigate the menu, use the rotary 
encoders, and modify the ADSR envelopes, frequencies, and LFOs.

now it's time to dive in and explore the capabilities of your DAFM synth 
genesis YM2612 / YM3438! Experiment with the various patches and 
presets, modify the settings to create your own unique sounds, and see 
what kind of music you can create using the iconic sound of the SEGA 
genesis / megadrive home console. we challenge you to push the limits 
of this powerful FM multitimbral synthesizer and unleash your 
creativity to make something truly unique and amazing!
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get started

to get started with your DAFM synth genesis YM2612 / YM3438, you'll 
need to connect it to your power source and audio output. Use the USB 
Type B cable (5V) to power the synthesizer, and connect the stereo 
sound output to a 3.5 mm audio jack. 

if you want to control the synth through an external MIDI controller, 
connect the MIDI input to your keyboard, sequencer, or other MIDI 
instrument. once you've made these connections, you're ready to turn 
on your DAFM synth genesis YM2612 / YM3438 and start exploring its 
features!
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how to navigate the menus

to navigate the menus on the DAFM synth genesis YM2612 / YM3438, you will need to use 
the right knob and right switch. The right knob allows you to scroll through the different 
menu options, while the right switch selects the option that is currently highlighted.

the left knob is used to select the operator, while the left switch is used to cancel an 
action. if you hold the left knob and turn the right knob, you can change the octave. if you 
hold the left switch and press the right switch, you can adjust the display brightness to 
reduce noise at the sound output.

the touch keyboard of the DAFM synth genesis YM2612 / YM3438 allows you to play and 
experiment with different patches, making it easy to explore the full sound spectrum of 
the Yamaha chip.

right knob: menu

right switch: ok

operator 1

operator 3

operator 2

operator 4

touch keyboard 12 notes

YAMAHA CHIPleft knob: operator

left switch: cancel
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menu 1. feedback, algorithm and 
velocity control

menu 1 gives you access to important parameters that shape the sound of your FM 
synthesizer. this menu has two submenus 

once you press the right switch you enter the first submenu. in this submenu 1 the left 
knob controls the feedback or the degree of modulation of operator 1 to itself, adding 
complexity and depth to your sound.

the right knob lets you choose the algorithm or how the operators interact with each 
other. modulators are the operators that modulate the carriers, which are the operators 
you can hear. choosing the right algorithm can completely transform the character of 
your sound.

if you select the second submenu with the right knob and press the right switch you 
enter the velocity control submenu. here the right knob controls the on/off switch for 
MIDI velocity-controlled operators. this allows you to shape the sound based on how hard 
you play the keys, adding expressiveness to your performance. 
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menu 2. frequency ratio

in FM synthesis, the frequency ratio determines the relationship between the carrier and 
modulator frequencies. changing the frequency ratio can create unique and interesting 
sounds.

once selected this menu with the right switch, the left knob controls the operator's 
frequency multiplier. this determines the pitch of the operator and how it will interact 
with the other operators in the synth.

the right knob controls the fine detune of the selected frequency multiplier. this allows 
you to fine-tune the pitch of the operator for even more precise control over your sound.

remember that different frequency ratios between the carrier and its modulator will 
produce different overtones, giving you a wide range of sounds to experiment with.
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menu 3. envelope ADSR

welcome to menu 3 where we'll explore the ADSR envelope in FM synthesis. the envelope 
is like a roadmap for the sound, determining how it evolves over time. here's a 
breakdown of the different parameters:

attack: determines how quickly the sound reaches maximum volume when a key is 
pressed. decay: determines how quickly the sound drops from maximum volume to the 
sustain level. sustain: determines the volume level that the sound will sustain at while a 
key is held down. release: determines how quickly the sound fades out after a key is 
released. additionally, we have the total level parameter, which sets the overall volume 
of the operator. finally, the rate or key scaling is the degree to which the envelope 
becomes narrower as the frequency becomes higher.

submenu 1:  you can control attack rate with left knob and total level with right knob 

submenu 2:  control decay rate with left knob and secondary total level a.k.a. sustain 
with right knob 

submenu 3 : control secondary decay rate with left knob and release rate with right 
knob 

submenu 4:  control the rate or key scaling with the right knob
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menu 4. low frequency
oscillator LFO

the low-frequency oscillator (LFO) in FM synthesis generates a wave that oscillates at a 
frequency below the audible range, typically less than 20 Hz. this wave can be applied to 
control the frequency in cents or the amplitude of the operators in dB. menu 4 allows you 
to control the LFO parameters of the DAFM synth genesis YM2612 / YM3438.

with the left knob of 4.1, you can turn the LFO on or off for all four operators at once. the 
right knob controls the LFO frequency globally for all operators. the frequency 
modulation sensitivity in cents can be adjusted with the right knob of 4.2. this affects the 
depth of modulation applied to the operators' frequency by the LFO.

the left knob of 4.3 turns on or off the amplitude modulation for each individual operator. 
the right knob adjusts the global sensitivity in dB for all operators. w ith amplitude 
modulation, the LFO affects the amplitude or loudness of the operator's signal instead of 
the frequency. by experimenting with the LFO settings, in summary by adjusting the 
amplitude modulation sensitivity in menu 4, you can achieve tremolo, while adjusting the 
frequency modulation sensitivity can give you vibrato.
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menu 5. SSG envelope
generator

menu 5 in the DAFM synth genesis YM2612 / YM3438 is dedicated to the SSG envelope 
generator. the SSG EG allows you to create complex and unique envelopes that can be 
applied to the operators of the synthesizer. with the left knob, you can turn the SSG EG 
mode on or off, and with the right knob, you can select the SSG EG type. when the SSG EG 
mode is turned on, the adsr envelope in the corresponding operator will loop from the 
attack rate to the secondary decay rate (both included), allowing you to create 
interesting and evolving sounds.
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menu 6. fm patches and midi 
channels

the first submenu allows you to load a preset to the DAFM synth so that you can play 
with it and tweak its parameters. There are two types of presets: unfilled circles 
represent the presets saved in each of the 6 MIDI channels that can be controlled 
through MIDI. If you load any of these presets, the MIDI channel can be controlled 
externally, but you can tweak the parameters locally. If you load the bank 0 presets (filled 
circles), you will select from a curated selection of presets coming directly from the 
SEGA genesis/megadrive videogames. these are exactly the same presets that were 
used in the videogames. check the last page of the manual to get the correspondence 
between the numbers, the presets and the videogames.

once you load or modify a preset, you can save it in the MIDI channel that you want using 
the second submenu. with this action, you can play the channel with the preset that you 
saved using the MIDI external controller.

the third submenu allows you to load 6 presets from an SD card to the 6 MIDI channels. 
SD cards are easy to get, so you can prepare several SD cards with different sets of 6 
presets to load on the fly. Remember to use the correct naming in the presets 
(patch0x.dmp where x goes from 1 to 6).

in the fourth submenu, the DAFM synth makes a copy of all the presets saved currently 
in the 6 MIDI channels to an SD card. They are copied at once using the naming 
patch0x.DMP (x from 1 to 6). remember to rename them to patch0x.dmp to load them 
correctly on Deflemask software.
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menu 6. fm patches and midi 
channels.

the DAFM synth offers convenient shortcuts for quickly loading and saving presets to the 
six available MIDI channels. to load a preset, simply press and hold the left switch and 
touch the corresponding key on the keyboard (1 to 6) for the MIDI channel you want to 
load the preset to. to save a preset, press and hold the right switch and touch the 
corresponding key on the keyboard (1 to 6) for the MIDI channel you want to save the 
preset to. this way, you can easily switch between different presets without having to 
navigate through menus or use external controllers.
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external midi controller

the DAFM synth has two banks of presets - bank 0 and bank 1. You can load presets from 
either of these banks to one of the six MIDI channels of the synth using MIDI instructions. 
if you select bank 0 by sending the value 0 to the CC parameter 0 (Bank Select MSB), you 
can load any of the presets from the bank 0 to the MIDI channel you select by sending 
MIDI program change messages with the corresponding number (check the list in the last 
page). It's important to note that bank 0 corresponds to the list of curated presets 
coming directly from video games.

alternatively, you can use bank 1 to load up to 128 presets that you have saved in your SD 
card. to do this, you need to save *.dmp files to the root of the SD card and name them 
as instrxxx.dmp, where xxx ranges from 000 to 127. once you've inserted the SD card into 
the DAFM synth, send the value 1 to the CC parameter 0 (Bank Select MSB) to change the 
bank to 1. then, use a MIDI Program Change message to load that instrument preset to 
the related MIDI channel, with a value from 0 to 127 to select the corresponding preset.

in summary, the DAFM synth has two banks of presets, and you can load them to one of 
the six MIDI channels using MIDI instructions. bank 0 contains the curated presets from 
video games, while bank 1 can be used to load your own custom presets from an SD card.
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troubleshooting

Power issues: If the DAFM synth doesn't turn on or seems to have no power, check that the 
power supply is properly plugged in and that the power switch is in the "on" position. If the 
issue persists, try using a different power supply or contacting technical support.

Sound issues: If the DAFM synth isn't producing sound or the sound is distorted, first check that 
the audio cables are properly connected to the synth's output and to the speakers or mixer. If 
the issue persists, try adjusting the volume and tone controls. If there's still no sound, check 
that the synth is set to the correct MIDI channel and that the corresponding MIDI device is 
sending signals to that channel.

Parameter issues: If some of the synth's parameters don't seem to be working properly or the 
sound is not what you expect, make sure that you're using the correct settings and that you're 
not exceeding the synth's limits. Check the manual for information on the available menus, 
knobs, and switches, and try experimenting with different combinations until you achieve the 
desired result.

Preset issues: If you're having trouble loading or saving presets, make sure that you're 
following the correct procedures and that you're using the right file names and formats. Check 
the manual for information on how to navigate the preset menus and how to use MIDI 
commands to load and save presets. If the issue persists, try using a different SD card or 
contacting technical support.

MIDI issues: If you're having trouble controlling the DAFM Synth with an external MIDI device or 
if you're not getting any response from the synth, check that the MIDI connections are properly 
set up and that the MIDI channels and parameters are correctly configured. Check the manual 
for information on the available MIDI options and how to use them.

Other issues: If you're experiencing other issues with the DAFM Synth, such as unexpected 
behavior or malfunctioning components, try resetting the synth to its default settings or 
contacting technical support for further assistance. remember to provide as much information 
as possible about the issue and any steps you've already taken to troubleshoot 
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further information

thank you for choosing the DAFM synth, a powerful FM synthesizer that can be used to 
create a wide variety of sounds, from classic video game music to modern electronic 
music. we hope that this manual has helped you to understand the various features and 
functions of the DAFM synth, and that you are now able to use it to its full potential.

if you have any questions or issues with the DAFM synth, please refer to the 
troubleshooting section of this manual. If you are still experiencing problems, please 
don't hesitate to contact us for further assistance.

kasser.synths@gmail.com

Instagram: @kassersynths

Twitter: @kassersynths

tindie page: https://www.tindie.com/stores/kassersynths/

we are constantly working to improve and update the DAFM Synth, and we welcome your 
feedback and suggestions for future updates. please visit our website or social media 
pages for the latest news and updates on the DAFM Synth.
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midi CC implementation chart
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global control

parameter cc data range

lfo on/off 74 2

lfo frequency 1 8

channel voice control

parameter cc data range

pitch bend amount 81 12

fm algorithm 14 8

fm feedback 15 8

stereo configuration 77 4

amplitude modulation sensitivity 76 4

frequency modulation sensitivity 75 8
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operator control

parameter cc data range

total level op1 16 128

total level op2 17 128

total level op3 18 128

total level op4 19 128

freq multiplier op1 20 16

freq multiplier op2 21 16

freq multiplier op3 22 16

freq multiplier op4 23 16

detune op1 24 7

detune op2 25 7

detune op3 26 7

detune op4 27 7

rate or key scaling op1 39 4

rate or key scaling  op2 40 4

rate or key scaling op3 41 4

rate or key scaling  op4 42 4

operator control

parameter cc data range

attack rate op1 43 32

attack rate op2 44 32

attack rate op3 45 32

attack rate op4 46 32

decay rate op1 47 32

decay rate op2 48 32

decay rate op3 49 32

decay rate op4 50 32

secondary decay rate op1 51 16

secondary decay rate op2 52 16

secondary decay rate op3 53 16

secondary decay rate op4 54 16

secondary total level op1 55 16

secondary total level op2 56 16

secondary total level op3 57 16

secondary total level op4 58 16



midi CC implementation chart
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operator control

parameter cc data range

release  rate op1 59 16

release rate op2 60 16

release rate op3 61 16

release rate op4 62 16

amplitude modulation on/off op1 70 2

amplitude modulation on/off op2 71 2

amplitude modulation on/off op3 72 2

amplitude modulation on/off op4 73 2

operator control

parameter cc data range

ssg eg mode on/off op1 106 2

ssg eg mode on/off op2 107 2

ssg eg mode on/off op3 108 2

ssg eg mode on/off op4 109 2

ssg eg type op1 110 8

ssg eg type op2 111 8

ssg eg type op3 112 8

ssg eg type op4 113 8



bank 0 presets
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midi bank 0 presets

videogame preset

sonic the hedgehog –

green hill zone

0 : bass

1 : melody (CCACBCBG) 

sonic the hedgehog 2 -

chemical plant zone

2 : horn

3 : guitar

sonic the hedgehog 3 –

ice cap city

4 : percussive ice pipe

5 : bass; 6 : synth

streets of rage –

keep the groovin'

7 : piano

8 : brass

streets of rage 2 –

go straight

9 : bass

10 : organ; 11 : horn

streets of rage 2 –

dreamer

12 : bass; 13 : hihat;

14 : piano; 15 : dist piano

toe jam & earl, panic on 

funkotron - theme song

16 : funk bass

17 : pluck bass

toe jam & earl, panic on 

funkotron - mellow groove

18 : overdrive guitar

19 : wow

videogame preset

ecco the dolphin –

opening theme

20 : pad

21 : percussion

time trax –

title screen, credits

22 : pad; 23 : bass

24 : dist guitar; 25 : tom

26 : snare; 27 : hihat

thunderforce iv –

lighting strikes again

28 : overdrive guitar

29 : tom

thunderforce iv –

metal squad

30 : piano

chakan: the forever 

man – intro theme

31 : pad 1; 32 : pad 2;

33 : pad 3

dafm synth –

original presets

34 : bass; 35 : organ pad;

36 : guitar; 37 : brass

38 : snare; 39 : tom
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